HOW CAN YOUR ORGANISATION
BENEFIT FROM RE:FIT LONDON?

RE:FIT IS THE MAYOR OF
LONDON’S AWARD‑WINNING
ENERGY RETROFIT PROGRAMME.
RE:FIT is part of the Mayor’s £34 million Energy for Londoners
programme which aims to make London’s homes warm, healthy
and affordable, its workplaces more energy efficient, and to
supply the capital with more local clean energy.
We’ve already helped organisations all over London by installing
energy-saving measures, resulting in almost £8m per annum
savings on their energy bills – such as Ealing, Enfield, Hounslow
and Sutton.
It’s a simple idea with guaranteed benefits.
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Why use RE:FIT London’s programme?
• Energy savings GUARANTEED
• Average savings of 15-25% on energy bills
• You keep 100% of your savings – no sharing or hidden costs
	
• Fully
funded consultancy and advice from start to finish
(until August 2019 only!)
	
• Expert
benchmarking, funding advice, business case and
ITT support and guidance
• Additional training and project support available
• Full
	 range of standard and innovative technologies
and solutions supported
to use a tried and tested scheme which
• Reassurance
	
has already supported over 200 organisations
• Fast
	
and efficient process using an OJEU compliant
framework of 16 service providers to choose from
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RE:FIT SUCCESS STORIES
London Borough of Hounslow

Newham University Hospital

“This solar PV and battery storage project
demonstrates LB Hounslow’s aspiration to convert
Western International Market to a carbon-zero site.
It is a real business success story, and a great
example of working together with RE:FIT to put
sustainable energy at the heart of future plans.

“I chose to use the RE:FIT Framework because it
was tried and tested, OJEU compliant and easy
to access. It has shown the benefits, support and
savings that can be achieved as a programme and
also allowed the best solutions to be taken up by
the organisation.”

London Borough of Ealing

Epsom & St Helier University Hospitals NHS Trust

“Without the structure and support of RE:FIT, it
would have been much more challenging for Ealing
to gain the necessary support and approvals to
move our programme forward. Also the guaranteed
energy savings allowed us to quickly secure
confidence with internal stakeholders.”

“The RE:FIT Programme has allowed us to procure
a specialist partner to help us identify a significant
level of saving in our annual energy cost. In
addition, we will be replacing our existing energy
infrastructure, reducing our backlog maintenance
and improving the environment for our patients.”
Transport for London
“RE:FIT has given us considerable savings over
our building portfolio that we wouldn’t have
achieved had we not used a model like RE:FIT.”
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Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew
“With RE:FIT we have been able to quickly and
easily procure the expertise we need, allowing us
to work to tight timeframes and deadlines. Having
completed two projects through RE:FIT already
we are part way through a third which we hope
will generate the biggest savings yet, helping us
reach our 25% CO2 emission reduction target.
The framework provides confidence and reduces
risk by requiring suppliers to guarantee energy and
financial savings.”
London School of Economics & Political Science
“Retrofitting our buildings is critical for hitting our
carbon reduction targets, but it’s a struggle to
systematically deliver improvements. RE:FIT has
been a brilliant solution for us. It’s enabled my team
to overcome our barriers to delivery and get savings
moving and we’re looking forward to our next
RE:FIT phase.”
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RE:FIT London is offering four FULLY FUNDED
courses to the London Public Sector to support
you in achieving GUARANTEED energy savings.
Attendees will gain greater understanding of:
• 	HM Treasury’s Better Business Case
Development model
• Contract Administration – JCT Design & Build
• 	Monitoring & Verification – Familiarisation
for energy professionals
• Financing & Funding options
More details on these courses can be found at
london.gov.uk/refit-training
To find a course date that fits your schedule,
please contact the RE:FIT London team at
refit@london.gov.uk
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RE:FIT LONDON HAS
WON NUMEROUS AWARDS

Get in touch with RE:FIT
RE:FIT London
M: 07483119066 E: REFIT@london.gov.uk
W: london.gov.uk/refit
RE:FIT National
M: 07825 963218 E: Rachel.Toresen-Owuor@local.gov.uk
RE:FIT Wales
M: 07702 422860 E: RefitCymru@gov.wales

